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Peace is just a breath between battles for Mira.Â Hardened by slavery and war, she longs for the

simpler life, knowing that it might never be hers to enjoy. There is always another battle waiting to

be fought, another foe on the horizon. Peace between humans, vampires, and otherkin may be

nothing more than a dream, but Mira holds out hope.It is during this brief respite that Mira is gifted

one of her greatest weapons. Though it brings with it memories of a time when she was not so

jaded, it also comes with a reminder of terrible pain and loss. Awakening deeply hidden emotions

within her, if Mira can use this to her advantage, she&apos;ll have a new ally in the next battle to

come. The Chronicles of the Uprising - Trilogy 11. Dissension2. Complication3. RevolutionThe

Chronicles of the Uprising - Trilogy 24. Transition5. Retribution6. Annihilation
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When I first started reading I was wishing that Mira's story would have been told in the very



beginning, but as I got to the end I realized how perfect it fit here. I have come to realize how hard it

is to write a review and not give the story away..lol..I love Mira's story and it made me cry. It is so

hard to love and loss so many things you hold dear. Maybe that is the lesson that we take from this

book. Always remember that you can't get back what you have lost, but always live the life you have

been given for the ones who can no longer live theirs.Until Next Time....Tabi

Mira is finally starting to see the peace and end to violence she has dreamed of for 30 years, there

is still a long road ahead of them, but vampires are being freed and seeking refuge. In this book we

get to see Mira's beginning and how she came to be a gladiator. The night she first met her Theo

and the road that led her to her prison. It is a beautiful and devastating story. The end of this book

left me with the biggest smile! A little happy for Mira, and it's about darn time too! I am even more

excited to read more now, but I have to wait for them to be written still....darnit. Bring on the

goodness!

I love this series!!!

Four and a half from meI held off reading this book as I so didn't want to be disappointed. Mira has

survived so much to get to the place she's in today and yet the thought of her human past catching

up with her for some reason made me wary. I should have known better because it's an amazing

and perceptive instalment that takes both Mira and the reader back to her very beginning as a

vampire.If like me you had wondered just who and why Mira was turned then this is the book you

have been waiting for. If you have been impressed by her staunch, steadfast attitude then seeing

her as young will be a delight. Mira has frankly always had a mouth on her, she's never been afraid

to take a chance and leaving her human life behind in many ways feels inevitable . Seeing her

earlier life before she became a gladiator is a strange mixture of unadulterated joy and yet at the

same time a grim realisation. An insightful look at what shapes her and as it ended a profound

sense of hope.This voluntary opinion is entirely my own of an advance reader copy

So much was left to do to reach the peace Mina had expected. In this book, we learn about

impulsive young Mina, how she met her mentor, Theo, and how she became a vampire. Certainly,

Mina has come a long way. Hardened by years full of persecution, despair and death. Lot of strong

emotions in this book with situations that left me thinking and feeling with the protagonist. Action,

suspense, intense and detailed narrations and passion. Good written story that at the end brought



some hope to Mina. Voluntarily reviewed this interesting story that kept me interested all the time.

Very different than the books that preceded it. I loved being able to see Mira's beginnings as a

vampire and it's a much lighter-hearted woman we see in most of this book. We also finally get to

meet that charming rogue, Theo. It's very easy to understand how he held her heart for as long as

he did. A word of warning to the other emotionally sensitive readers, Transition pulls hard on the

heart-strings and I was in tears by the end of the book.I received a complimentary copy of this book.

*I requested to review a copy of this audiobook for an honest review from the author or narrator.Mira

has become a leader and hero of her kind and is staying in the city that now is the center for

vampire refugees since the uprising. New Haven. Walking through the destruction of the prison cells

she once lived in, Mira finds her journal she thought lost years ago. One she wrote in when she first

arrived at New Haven.Kerri has become the voice of Mira for me. Her laid back speak and

determination. Even with Stryker, she brings across the strong feel to both the alpha personalities.

When I saw this story had a bit of Mira's past, when she first arrived at the prison of New Haven,

and that Mira was slowly coming out of her protective, hard shell I was worried. But listening to Kerri

relaxed me right into the story. She has brought enough of the hardness in Mira and the growing

vulnerability to the front that shows Mira growing as a character. Excellent combination and reading

of the character! She does different timber and infliction for each character.I remember when Mira

thought on Theo, her love and the man who turned her, in the previous books. I was always curious

to meet him. And in this book, we do. We get to see the first time Mira met Theo, and how they

flirted even then. He is a quick one in mind and comments, also a bit sexy. Theo is the best vampire

to have turned Mira. I think his friendliness and easy personality was a perfect fit for Mira when she

was younger, but also set the bar of how vampires really are. Like Mira has been saying since the

first book, they are not salvage, they were humans once too.It's nice to see Mira in an innocent way,

before the harsh life of gladiator fighting. When she was first turned. There had been an instant and

constant connection between Mira and Theo. They seemed the perfect match.We see a whole new

cast of characters with Mira on her first trek to find Sanctuary. Of course Theo. We also meet his

friends, Marcel and Justine. Marcel and Justine lived as gladiators with Theo. Then we come across

Savannah and Collin. Savannah and Collin are young looking vampires that have lived long lives,

and survived the cataclysm that created the world that is now present. Mira sees a common view on

why to make the journey in Savannah. They are a strong cast of characters.This book is as the title

implies, a transition. The world Mira currently lives in is in transition, but we get Mira's past where



she goes through the transition to vampire. But, what Mira went through then created who Mira is

now, and how she's come to be the one who is changing the world. What a full circle Mira has

come!There is more to come. There is more battles to be fought to bring peace and co-existence for

all species. I WILL be waiting for the books!

I enjoyed getting a glimpse into Mira's past, and seeing how she was before she was captured and

forced to fight for her life as a slave. This is more like a prequel story, we get to see Mira as a

human, and also when she meets the love she lost that caused her to build walls up around her

heart. Good writing, good series, and this was an entertaining addition to this series.
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